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By SARAH RAMIREZ

While the beauty industry, including luxury players, is  usually among the first to embrace digital trends, this has only
been accelerated by the coronavirus pandemic.

According to digital marketing agency Tinuiti's  "Beauty Industry Trends Report 2020," the sector remains resilient as
both purchase frequency and spending are up year-over-year. A quarter of shoppers have also increased their online
spending during the pandemic, but high-priority purchases have changed.

"2020 is the year of the "Super Spenders"; we saw a 45 percent jump in shoppers who spend over $50 a month on
beauty products," said Dalton Dorn, chief marketing officer at T inuiti. "It may surprise people that men make up
nearly 40 percent of this group. As this audience becomes increasingly diverse and valuable, beauty brands have an
opportunity to evolve and connect with this audience in more meaningful ways."

Tinuiti's  report is  based on a survey of more than 2,000 consumers in late April 2020.

Changing the beauty game
More than one in five shoppers, 23 percent, report spending $50 or more a month on beauty and personal care
products, an increase of 45 percent since 2019. This includes 8 percent of shoppers spending $100 or more a month,
up from 5 percent in 2019.

The majority of these "super spenders" are women but men are reliable beauty buyers as well, making up 39 percent
of consumers spending at least $50 monthly. Six percent of men buy beauty products online weekly, more than
double the number of women who do so.

Subscription services are a key driver of e-commerce growth in the beauty industry, with a third of respondents
having tried subscription boxes.

These services seem to resonate especially with Generation Z consumers as they become more financially
independent. This year, 41 percent of Gen Z beauty shoppers have used a subscription service, compared to 29
percent in 2019.
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Shoppers still prefer to buy beauty products in-store, but 54.3 percent prefer to do at least some of their beauty buying
online. More than 60 percent of consumers also turn to online resources for at least part of their discovery
processes.

Almost half of respondents prefer to use mobile devices when browsing and buying beauty products online, while
37 percent prefer desktop or laptop computers.

Sephora's  Product Try On and Virtual Artis t apps . Image credit: Sephora

Meanwhile, voice technology such as Amazon's Alexa is the primary shopping device for less than 2 percent of
consumers, a drop of 51 percent compared to 2019. It remains more popular with super spenders and Gen Z, making
voice technology a worthwhile investment for luxury brands but not a priority.

For instance, personal care group Coty Inc. provides beauty tutorials and services through Alexa (see story).

Beauty retailers, including LVMH-owned Sephora, trail mass market players including Amazon, Walmart and Target
when it comes to consumers' preferred online destinations for beauty shopping. Ten percent of beauty shoppers
prefer Sephora and 4 percent opt for brand sites in 2020, both up from 2019 figures.

High-spend beauty shoppers are more likely to prefer Sephora or Ulta than Amazon, at a rate of 38 percent to 20
percent. However, Amazon is able to attract more male beauty consumers than beauty retailers indicating that there
is an opportunity for those specialty brands to attract men through more inclusive advertising and selections.

Though 49 percent of respondents have not cut back on using beauty products during the pandemic, the coronavirus
has quickened a shift towards skincare spending and away from makeup purchases. Thirty-one percent of beauty
shoppers have reduced makeup use while only 13 percent have cut back on facial skincare.

With the onset of the pandemic, a quarter of shoppers have increased their online beauty spending. This includes
consumers who did prefer in-store or omnichannel shopping prior to the pandemic.

Free shipping and product samples remain some of the most popular features among all online beauty shoppers,
while women are more likely to prefer loyalty programs and men are more likely to favor wider product selections.

More than three-quarters of shoppers who have made online beauty purchases during the pandemic have consulted
a social media network 25 percent higher than average. Instagram, Facebook and YouTube were the most popular
platforms, but overall, social media preferences vary based on age and gender.

With beauty retailers reopened, many cosmetics companies face a brave new world of how to sell products that
once relied so heavily on close-up personal interactions.

Makeup counters and close-up product demos will have to be reformed using digital tools. This shift in strategy
should include a hybrid model in which live and digital components of beauty sales complement each other (see
story).

Diversifying beauty
Diversity and inclusivity will also remain important as beauty brands and retailers look to continue engaging
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consumers beyond the pandemic.

Sixty-three percent of respondents also believe that beauty brands should be more proactive about diversity and
inclusion, including 75 percent of Gen Z and 68 percent of millennials.

Better representation of women of color was cited by 38 percent of women. Understandably, men were most
concerned about gender diversification and gender neutrality in beauty products and promotions.

Luxury brands are also beginning to pay more attention to more diverse beauty shoppers, including men.

LVMH's Kendo worked with pop star Rihanna to launch Fenty Beauty, which retails online and at retailers including
Sephora.

Inspired by her own difficulty to find foundation that matched her complexion, Fenty Beauty set out on a mission to
provide beauty for all with a line featuring 40 shades. Fenty Beauty's entry into the cosmetics arena shed light on
beauty power players' lack of merchandise diversity for complexion products (see story).

Boy de Chanel cosmetics includes four products: a sheer coverage foundation, an eyebrow pencil and a matte lip
balm (see story). Chanel is also marketing gender-neutral skincare products on its Boy de Chanel landing page,
including cleansing cream, serum and sunscreen. The line's midnight blue packaging is minimalistic without being
overtly masculine (see story).
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